
ABOUT THE AMTAMS 
 
In modern world, Computer is everywhere and it part of life. They have used every life 

such as Software, Hardware, Networking, entertainment, and advertising, animation 

Business or Administration. Computer world, especially computer Software and 

Hardware technology is an area where constant developments are happening. If we 

think we will find that there is no other subject than information Technology, which 

has made such as amazing and rapid development within a short span of time. 

Hardware & Software is a knowledge driven industry. It needs a team of highly skilled 

professionals for its success. 

 
At presently, AMTAMS Corporation PVT.LTD provides free online education courses 

such as Hardware & Networking, CCNA, Visual Design, etc. Is successfully leading in 

the fulfillment of its objective, And it produce qualified creative professional in the field 

of System Administrator, System Engineering, Photoshop Specialist, Network 

Administrator, and VB.NET Specialist. AMTAMS Information Technology Corporation 

was started with one goal in mind: to prepare you for the challenges of the real IT 

world.  

 

SEYYED AHMMED MISBAH is Chairman, CEO of AMTAMS Corporation. He has been 

operating and repairing computers for more than 6 years, and networking them for 

more than 5 years. Misbah has extensive Experience in training and teaching in 

computer-related areas, having spent more than 2 years as an Institute - level 

instructor in A+, N+, CCNA, and computer Graphic Design programs. His areas of 

interested include Computer Networking, PC Troubleshooting, Web Designing and 

Business Management Software Development.  

He is obtained Bachelor of Computer Application from Mangalore University, at 

Mangalore, in Karnataka State, India. He is currently write and speak about in 

Computers in Online and it help of peoples better understand information technology. 

As always, your feedback is important to us. Please send a detailed e-mail to 

support.amtams@gmail.com or write quarry 

http://www.facebook.com/pages/AMTAMS Corporation/160621550687277.  And if 

you have general comments or suggestions, feel free to drop me a line directly at 

sayyed.ahmmed.misbah@gmail.com.  

 

Our Web: http://www.amtamsinformationtechnology.blogs.com/. Our E-mail: 

amtamsit@gmail.com  
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